Reality is simple, at least to an extent.

There is something worse than being asleep. When someone is asleep, people know what to expect and what to NOT expect from them. When people pretend to be 'awake', is more dangerous.

Truly, can we define what an Awakening means? As Spiritual Satanists we can. Many other people are walking in the darkness. They read a book and now they have been 'Awakened'. It includes writing on some universally crucial information about the "Millennials" or some sort of MAGA into it, and they are Awakened now. That was it. They are now a new person.

It's almost the same thing when they pop some drugs and they assume they reached the "Godhead" because their brain goes into a rampage from the chemical imbalance. Awakening made "easy".

One example is how people always complain about how "Civilization is going to fail", While literally they praise and feed a jewish egregore named Jehovah, and have pledged allegiance and servitude to a fictitious rabbi named "Jesus Christ" or for accurate naming, Rabbi Yeshua. ‘Hovah’ in Jehovah means Destruction and Disaster in Hebrew. How come Civilization is falling?

I wonder.

Like, what are they expecting with it? What we call spiritual and godly, is responsible for our realizations on higher levels, and also what we are as human beings on a spiritual level. These people don't even have this at all.

Truth is a privilege for the few. Many people are wasting their time being scared. Afraid of losing their so called 'footing' and 'grounding' which is rooted in lies, hearsay, and complete lack of experience. They literally also lose their life. Many people remember this mistake either when they seriously suffer, or when it is too late. But it's too late by then.

Another characteristic of the half-awake people is that they flock where the masses are at. If we had the masses, they would be hailing Satan right now, and praising him in a loud voice. And this will happen in the future. The people that matter however are those who come into the ship when it departs and sets sail
into an unknown trip. When it comes back with the loot, everyone wants their so-called “share”.

Who has power (to some extent) now? The enemy. Therefore, these people are with the enemy. Doesn’t matter if they are asleep, spiritually dead, and roaming into nothingness for all eternity. They closely do not exist at all. But who cares? Certainly, not them.

Satan has built all the Ancient Empires of the world. We know closely nothing about our past. Many people, even if they know the reality that much of history is falsified, they go with the enemy to an extent anyway. Because this is what satisfies them in the present. And truly this is where animal desires go. Satan seeks the Gods as well, and not the cattle. We will never be at a shortage of cattle in this world.

Satan raised Rome for 1500 years (According to mainstream history). Rome only fell in the last centuries, after so much effort by the enemy, for thousands of years. We crumble their own “empire” in less than two decades, and less than 5 years of consistent spiritual warfare.

Egypt has lived for well over 50,000 years according to least ‘conventional’ reports. In other words, the present may be blinding, but people will see this in the future. The enemy is collapsing with the RTRs in less than two decades. They used to brag that they had won, but have they ever?

All the Gentiles are still the reason any civilization does exist, upon which, by parasitical assignment, Jews also “survive” and “lead” for a while. Their whole achievement was based on Satan’s creations being under parasitic limbo. They got a small country built up for themselves on stolen soil...For not even a century. And they brag. So incessantly. This is the behavior of a loser that is afraid and knows they will lose.

They literally just caught this podium in the world and they go into insanity mode to convince people of omnipotence ASAP.

Has Satan ever bragged? The monuments however brag on their own. And the enemy knows this. If people believe that these entities that have been running the planet for over 100,000+ years, are going to ‘quit’ and that they will not retake their kingdom in the future, we must pity their stupidity.

Weak and incapable beings are the harshest judges, same as those who have never done anything. It's these people that try to belittle Hitler and many other bright beings of Old. If they lived and they were in front of them, what would they
do? Would their so called 'Opinion' even be there? Nowhere... Because they are a bunch of nothing.

They vilify them, and pretend the world has 'moved' on. Andrew Anglin thinks he knows better than Hitler because well, in 2013, after we have dragged down the enemy for centuries, behold- he raised a website. To promote Duginism by the backdoor, praise Rabbi Jesus, and provide some so called "Anti-Semitic Material" while at the same time...He pushes the bastion of all jewish power that brought the greatest Empires of Gentiles down, such as Christianity.

He has found how this will be solved too. You know, praise the Jewish Egregore, this is the solution to the jewish problem. A little kid read a book about Fascism and Christianity. By sucking Rabbi Jesus we are going to be saved from the jews, if you do not get it, then you're a beta cuck. He now knows. He is awake. He knows it all. Except of the obvious...

They consider that since Hitler and all these great people lost their mortal shell (which is what happened according to them), the war is over. They are the new 'Awakened' now. Praise Rabbi Jesus. Because you know, Hitler knew some things, and conquered the whole of Europe at the height of the jewish power. But they know better because...They got a lawsuit by some jew, or because they are on PoL and 4chan.

Hitler deserves mass gratitude that humanity only has STARTED to understand now, from saving us from the jews by delaying their advances...As the Daemons and the Heroes of old, he did save the world. But instead they praise and worship alien entities, and Jewish Rebel Rabbis. Who in their rebellion state they only came to fulfill Rabbinical Law completely and without a letter changed. LOL

We are the stupid ones for we cannot comprehend this wisdom. Morbidly obese people that weigh half a ton are the new slim. Athletic and fit is the new obesity. Believe it.

The Alt-Right is very equal to the Nazis. 85% percent of it is also jews, cryptos, and christian shabbos Goyim. And since the jews are always a factor in Superiority, they have surpassed Hitler now and the National Socialists. Because this is Communistic Judaism. The past isn't the present and therefore irrelevant. Jewish opinion on how to be saved from jews is now the new relevant.

So they know better than all the Nazis combined. You don't know. Hitler doesn't know. These extremely insightful people do.
One needs to ask the Rabbis if this war is over or not? Are the Rabbis afraid of Anglin, the "Fashy Alt Right", the "Christian Deus Vulters", whom they can kill with a flying curse at the Shabbat? Is this how they assume the jews will fall. If a Rabbi would ever answer honestly...

They will tell you their concerns and how they know they are under extreme dangers spiritually and otherwise. They are only afraid of Satan and the Gods of the Gentiles. Because only through this will come their destruction: Spiritual Warfare.

Jews have outlived the ballot, the gun, the persecution. They have survived Pagan emperors based on the incompetence of the christians that couldn't deal with the problem. Because they believed that the lord of the universe was born a jew...So we must not persecute these chosen people.

But of course, they will not survive Christian Putinist Alt-Righters. I must have missed that. And Christian Goyim are their greatest fear. Because it's not like they have been surviving these ones for twenty centuries...And did whatever they wanted to do when these fools became the majority.

This is how Rome was brought down in Three Centuries, through Christianity. And this is how we will bring them down in possibly three decades, if we follow our decrees and fight spiritually with relentless faith, and through Spiritual Satanism.

The glorification of hoaxes will only last a season. The Pyramids were built in an astrological season that will be upon us during Satan's Era, Aquarius. When the forces of the Gods will become extremely open to the world again, there will be no place to hide: The means the enemy has created to scout and intrude freedoms will be used against them.

Satan will have his revenge. We must hand him back his kingdom if humanity is to be redeemed and rise again.
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